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Dr. Fritsch is a leader in the diamond tool industry, and 
the only company which offers the combination of state 
of the art diamond tool equipment and expertise in ma-
terial production. As a pioneering pacemaker, the family 
owned company offers customers a comprehensive range 
of products and services that are innovative, powerful 
and tailor made. “We have made it our continuous ob-
jective to help our customers with our product range and 
service, to operate economically and to gain important 
competitive advantages in their markets. I would like to 
thank all our employees for their commitment and their 
work which allows us to present ourselves at the bauma 

The production of high quality machines, a fully automated robot and a hazard free 

metal powder will be shown at bauma 2019 (hall A1, booth 538) by Dr. Fritsch, with 

the new products setting high standards in terms of cost and process optimisation.

2019 as a pioneering pacemaker,” says Ute Wilkinson, 
president of Dr. Fritsch.

Demonstration of precision 
At bauma Dr. Fritsch will focus on the ‘Volumetric Cold 
Press’ KPV 300, which produces four segments with set 
diamonds per minute. One segment consists of several 
granulate and diamond layers. "The KPV 300 has a 
pressing force of 400kN and is designed for a die of Ø 
120mm. This enables the user to either press a higher 
green density or a large number of segments simultane-
ously,” explains Uwe Funk, head of development at Dr. 
Fritsch. Short changeover times, maximum flexibility 
and a user friendly touch screen are major advantages 
of the KPV 300 in addition to the high productivity.  

DiaSet V3: reduction of tool 
wear and easy tool changeover

The high productivity and precision in the produc-
tion of segments with set diamonds on the KPV300 

is based on the diamond setting unit DiaSet V3. 
“Our patented blow off system ensures a precise 
diamond positioning in each segment and re-
duces tool wear,” explains Uwe Funk. However, 
the performance of the DiaSet V3 has many more 
advantages. It can set up to 1,000 diamonds per 
layer and in combination with the KPV 300 press 
up to 27 layers, alternating powder and diamonds. 
Due to the movable DiaSet module, a more direct 
access to the machine is ensured, allowing an easy 
and fast tool changeover. 

Stacking system SGS-200: efficiency and 
precision in the production process

The advantages and efficiency of automation are to 
be demonstrated by Dr. Fritsch’s “Segment Graphite 

Stacking System’ SGS 200. “The demonstration ma-
chine stacks green compacts and graphite punches fully 
automatically. Another contribution to efficiency and 
precision in the production process," emphasises Funk.

Sustainable metal powder production: 
‘Viridis’ – hazard free and environmentally friendly 
For most companies today it is an important to minimise 
any risk arising from their products and production. 
However, most of the materials used in the segment 
production can be said to be harmful. “Sustainability has 
therefore been an important factor in our development 
work for many years. Finally we have succeeded in devel-
oping a powder bond which poses no danger to human 
health and the environment and at the same time meets 
our requirements for processing parameters,” explains 
Elke Ade, head of the Metal Powder Business Unit.  

With the ‘Viridis’ powder range, Dr. Fritsch pres-
ents at bauma for the first time powders which truly 
fulfil the above requirements. “Numerous customer 
tests have already proven its suitability in special fields 
of application, such as concrete drilling and wall sawing. 
A sawing test with Viridis-100 in hard granite has shown 
a slightly longer life time than pure cobalt segments as 
well as a better free cutting performance,” says Elke 
Ade. “We are continuing on the sustainability path and 
are already developing new products. Some customers 
are currently testing Viridis-200, which is our second 
product in this range.” 

2019 sees Hartl launch its next generation bucket 
crusher, series ‘R’, with a reverse crushing function and 
an upgrade on size with a stronger design.

Hartl’s chief engineer Georg Haberfellner says of 
its latest development: “The new generation of our 
bucket crusher is added with a special hydraulic system 
providing a unique reverse crushing function. This new 
development allows the operator to run the crusher in 
complete reverse direction, which grants an easy and fast 
release of blockages in the chamber of the crusher. The 
result is significantly higher and much more constant 
production as well as more efficient and convenient 
operation.” 

Chief executive officer Dominik Hartl summarises: 
“The new generation is built as standard in a heavy duty 
(HD) version and prepared for the hardest and most 

difficult crushing applications in the aggregate, mining 
and recycling industries. The combination of the new 
reverse function and our unique up thrust toggle jaw 
crusher design provides our customers with highest pro-
duction rate at lowest wear cost and a cubical shaped 
end product which is second to none.” 

As well as bucket crushers, Hartl continues 
to offer a complete series of bucket screeners in 
its attachment line. The HBS screeners have 
an extremely wide inlet area (meaning that 
the operator can take more material into 
the chamber) has more screening effi-
ciency in the drum, and delivers more 
and faster screened out material.  
The Austrian based attachment 
manufacturer also looks forward 

Hartl announces new generation bucket crusher
to a successful market launch of its new drum cutters 
and grapples at the bauma show where it will exhibit 
at hall B2, stand 226.

Dr. Fritsch sets the standard in 
the diamond tool industry
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